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PRESENTATION

We are proud to present our new project to all those who have followed
us all these years, and to those who share with us the same great
passion.

Allow us to present VINTAGE GUITAR EXPO ITALIA, a new event born from
the nine year history of Hendrix Day.

This new event is, in effect, its continuation, its tenth year, but at the same
time represents, above all, something absolutely new in terms of ideas
and projects in continuous evolution. And it couldn't be any other way.

Celebrating our progress in the best way possible and continuing to grow,
together. It is the natural course of our activity.

We invite you to take part and immerse yourself in this manifestation in
which the culture and history of the Guitar, stories of artists, people and
dreams, come together so you can enjoy a unique and unforgettable
experience.

HENDRIX DAY FORMAT

With each passing year our event has become increasingly
successful. But we are not content with this and feel the need
to press even harder on the accelerator pedal. In the pages that
follow, you will understand what we mean by this.

Our format, which is so popular and represents our identity as
an association, has been combined with this extraordinary and
exclusive vehicle as a way to transmit new emotions and
information and new unforgettable memories, its name may
have 
changed, but not its DNA.

A new exhibition space of 1600 m2 dedicated to the best
possible selection of Vintage and Boutique instruments, both
electric and acoustic.

As in previous years, there will be a separate space to try
electric instruments, Amp Heaven, an enormous performance
stage and the exclusive Crystal Box exhibition room.
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Quality wines and food will be offered by Street Food
specialists featuring the best in local products and a
dedicated artisan coffee bar inside the exhibition
space.

Given that the event scope has been expanded from
national to international, operators and collectors from
abroad will be showing unique instruments never-
before-seen in Italy, and leading musicians and
personalities from the Italian and international music
scene will also be attending.

A showcase for the music which feeds our passion and
respect for tradition, with an area dedicated to our Rock
Museum, a new initiative closely tied to our association
to expand the audience of music lovers and give the
event a cultural edge.
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VINTAGE AUTHORITY

The Vintage Authority Music Association was created in 2008 with three
founding members: Roberto Gandolfi, Simone Falavigna and Cristiano
Maramotti as a vehicle for the cultural promotion and research of what
are considered to be “Vintage” guitars and musical instruments. 

Those made in the “golden age” spanning from the early 1950s to the
end of the 1970s. Guitars and amplifiers that remain, today, points of
reference and have contributed to writing the history of modern music
through the birth of a range of genres.

Being an association of individuals means, first and foremost, having a
shared commitment to fully promoting every cultural aspect through the
creation of a range of events, including Hendrix Day, as well as concerts
and exhibitions. 

Over the years, Vintage Authority has grown and expanded its activity,
which now includes the making of string instruments and artisan
instrument makers, people who, through their art, keep traditions alive
and provide support to the current music scene.

Another important role of our association is to promote musical
awareness through educational activities, including seminars and
research. This is the path we have set ourselves to follow.

Our staff is comprised of a team of enthusiastic individuals who are
passionate about what they do, each with his or her own specific role: 

Roberto Gandolfi – vintage instruments and public relations

Simone Falavigna - vintage instruments

Cristiano Maramotti - artistic director

Mariano Freschi - rock memorabilia

Vincenzo Santochirico - stringed instrument making and acoustic
instruments

Ivan Torelli - education and musical content

Stefano Prinzivalli - event communications and marketing
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We value the instrument as a fundamental element,
equal to that of the hands, heart and soul of a
musician. Because, often, an artist’s instrument is
the expression of who he or she is.

Studying, listening to the sound and the experiencing
with the senses these extraordinary instruments
enhances our ability to understand contemporary
music and the artists who have contributed to
creating it.

For us, its fundamental to undertake on this journey
in the most knowledgeable way possible. 

Knowing contemporary music through the
instruments, the artists and the stories that have
contributed to creating it means having greater
appreciation for our very existence and understanding
the impact music has on our world.

FOCUS ON MUSIC

What is it that drives us to do what we do? Our passion
for music.

But we believe that this passion must have solid roots,
relationships developed over time, credibility and
authenticity.

Music is an art and it is possible thanks to a range of
factors. Artists and what inspire them, their technical
skill, the message they want to transmit and many other
aspects. 

However, we believe that the instrument used to realize
the creative act is just as important.
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art, design and artisan tradition that is timeless, against a background
of legends and dreams that live in the memories of each of us.
The music of entire generations will come alive in this meeting of
parallel universes that share a commitment to beauty and the realization
of dreams.
Contained in these objects are the history, the expertise, the creativity
and the memory of all of humanity.

Our desire is also to promote the areas of excellence in the Emilia-
Romagna region, where food, entertainment, motor vehicles and culture
have always represented an added social and economic value that is
unique throughout the world.

We are certain that our event will bring new energy and new value,
confident that the appreciation and knowledge of all those passing
through this region will be enhanced.
VINTAGE GUITAR EXPO ITALIA will be bringing to this splendid place,
Ruote da Sogno,  the world of music and the guitar, represented by
leading vintage and custom operators to create a unique, unrepeatable

WHERE THE LOCATION EMBRACES THE MESSAGE

The modern and elegant design of this amazing multi-use structure, in
which the uniform black chromaticism of the spaces enhances the
extraordinary Ruote Da Sogno (Dream Wheels) collection. An elegant,
luxurious and sophisticated space, so beautiful it’s hard to believe it’s
in the heart of Motor Valley.

The astonishing number of cars and motorcycles of rare beauty and
tremendous value accompany us on a journey through eras and
changing fashions that is not only of interest to connoisseurs of this
sector, but also to the general public. These true masterpieces of
industrial design are closely tied to the world of music because many
artists were also motor enthusiasts.

For this reason, the guitars, amplifiers and memorabilia tied to the world
of contemporary music are in perfect harmony with the Ruote Da Sogno
stunning showroom.
Visitors will enjoy an unforgettable, emotion-packed experience through
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EVENTS ROOM

- Showroom & Workshop “Ruote da Sogno”
completely open for guest

- Control and mixing room

- Bar coffee

- Zen garden (exclusive entrance, lounge zone)

- External smoking area

SERVICES AND HOSPITALITY

A multimedia center that envelops guests in an immersive sensory experience
including refined dishes, captivating shows and cars that have written the history
of the 20th century. 

The event hall is equipped with state of the art technology capable of making every
event unforgettable, including audio, high definition video and projection mapping
systems.

The acoustics are optimized by the use of 700 square meters of free-standing
panels. The environment within the building is guaranteed to be balanced and
harmonious during every season: the temperature and air are controlled by an
innovative air flow compensation system, between the various areas, which
guarantees a balanced recirculation even with a large number of visitors present. 

The resulting effect provides a comfortable environment which is sure to enhance
the visiting experience.
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- 1 private parking-spot with electric car charging station

- Air conditioning/heating during the event

- Internal security team

- Cloakroom service for up to 500 guest

- Fire security system

- Alarm system

- Up to 500 parking spaces
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Visitors can take advantage of the ample
free parking next to the Ruote da Sogno, 

while exhibitors will have at their disposal a
large, dedicated loading/unloading area.

BAR

MAIN STAGEPALCO CRISTAL BOX

STREET FOOD STREET FOOD

INGRESSO

AMP HEAVEN

GUARDAROBA

THE FORUM

FLOOR PLAN AND EXHIBITION AREAS

The space within the Ruote da Sogno
available for the event will be a total of 1600
m2 which will be divided into a number of
areas. 

The first hall, called The Forum, is 820 m2
and will be dedicated to the exhibition of
vintage and boutique electric and acoustic
instruments. 

The second hall, the Main Stage (460 m2)
houses the stage for musical performances,
an exhibition area for boutique electric
instruments, a bar serving artisan coffee 

and the 65 m2 Crystal Box, a special area
dedicated to exhibitions, 

The third hall, Amp Heaven (100 m2) will be
dedicated to vintage and boutique amplifiers
and the practice room for trying electric
instruments. 

Outside
but adjacent to the exhibition venue, will be
a range of street food stands with a fine
selection of local products and eating area
with tables. 
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THE BEST VINTAGE AND BOUTIQUE EXPO

The key to the success of the previous Hendrix Days has been the
quality of the exhibition which, thanks to this, has always been a point
of reference for Italian guitar enthusiasts.

We have always felt it was important to offer something that would
differentiate this event from the others in Italy by focusing on a high-
level target, without making compromises and refusing to
indiscriminately increase the number of exhibitors,

while maintaining an aura of exclusiveness and quest for beauty,
following the idea of “quality not quantity”.

The public has proven us right, seeing in our event a place to see, play
and hear instruments and sounds not found in other similar events.

The new VINTAGE GUITAR EXPO ITALIA, held in the unique setting of
the Ruote da Sogno, represents a further step forward in this concept
of excellence.
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Because it is only the careful selection process of exhibitors and artists to offer
experiences that cannot be found elsewhere that makes an event such as ours
truly interesting, emotion-packed and unique.

As a result, you will find the best vintage instruments from leading collections and
a selection of the major operators in this sector. 

In addition, also the best boutique and custom instruments and string instrument
makers on the market. Making the move to Reggio Emilia will provide additional
international scope to the event, with the largest presence of foreign exhibitors
ever seen in Italy. 

The significantly greater space for the event will allow us to increase the quantity,
but also the quality that has always distinguished us, for an event without equal.
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The foundation of the museum is the rock memorabilia collection
compiled by Mariano Freschi over nearly 40 years. A major collection of
objects from musicians, collectors and enthusiasts.

Within the exhibition area, we will be presenting the daily life of the rock
world through a small preview of this project, with a selection of the
Rock and Vintage Museum collection.

We believe it is important to begin talking about rock in a real way that
touches the emotions, and we are proud to be able to offer this further
initiative at VINTAGE GUITAR EXPO ITALIA.
An event within the event.

Curating the exhibition and the preview will be Massimo Cotto, DJ at
Virgin Radio and a leading music journalist. Together with Henry
Ruggeri, Virgin Radio’s official photographer, he will be providing us with
a taste of his way of presenting the rock style.

ROCK MUSEUM PREVIEW

The museum has been created to provide a picture of the past by
studying it and creating a memory of it to improve our lives.

Rock and Vintage wants to attain a number of objectives through this
new project.
To introduce the younger generation to a musical era marked by
incredible creativity and talent.

To remind those who are not so young of that extraordinary period,
musically speaking, which we witnessed.

Create cultural activities around the history of the great bands and also
rediscover lesser-known protagonists who, through their music,
contributed to the writing of significant sections of rock history and who
had a major impact on contemporary culture worldwide.
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INFO marketing@vintageauthority.com

sponsor




